The Belfast Guardians at their weekly meeting had under consideration a report submitted by the committee who had investigated a complaint preferred against one of the nurses, of whom it was alleged that she had failed to send for the Roman Catholic chaplain when he had been asked for.
The chairman of the committee stated the facts, and from these it appears clear that a request was made by a patient, who was dangerously ill and has since died, for the attendance of a priest, and that the nurse to whom it was preferred did not comply with it. Quite an unnecessary amount of acrimony was imparted into the discussion which followed Dr. Macintosh's statement, but we entirely agree with the course ultimately adopted by the committee, who instructed the clerk to write a letter of caution to her. This moderate reproof for action which cannot be justified, will, we hope, serve as a warning to Mrs. Richardson referred to the splendid conduct of the ladies of the Japanese nobility, who, after their tremendous task of rolling bandages was completed, used to give so many mornings a week to hospital work. With regard to the Japanese soldiers as patients, she said that they were heroic, and delightfully courteous; and, as she expressed it, " the most sweet-tempered of people." She had never heard any bickerings or quarrels between the men. She was enthusiastic over the excellent arrangements for the sick. No women nurses were allowed to go to the front, though there were women on the hospital ships. The procedure was for the men to be taken to Dalny, where there was accommodation for some 7,000. They either rested there a while or were at once put on board the hospital ships, and conducted to Hiroshima or other towns, and thence to Tokio or elsewhere. At Hiroshima about 10,000 could be received, and at Tokio some 13,000. Lastly, in order to ensure complete recovery, they were sent away to hot springs during convalescence. Mrs. Eichardson was at Tokio and Hiroshima for the greater part of her stay. Everywhere she was treated with exceptional courtesy and kindness.
The Japanese Nurses.
The nurses were drawn from all classes of the people. The usual salary was from 18 to 20 yen (2s.) a month, during war time. No food was provided in the hospital. Each nurse brought her own. Eight to 12 hours was the average day's work, though sometimes they were obliged to work for 24 hours continuously, and they then had 20 hours' rest. Their costume was, she said, something between the Japanese kimono and the European nurse's uniform; it is entirely white, and they wear high white caps on their heads.
The Mikado has conferred on Mrs. Eichardson the Sixth Class Order of the Crown, which is the highest decoration for ladies in Japan. She It is a grave old room, mid-Victorian, with its straighttacked chairs set in regular stiffness with their backs against the walls; scholarly, with its rows of neatly numbered medical works in tlieir prim book-shelves; sombre, with its borrowed light from the skylight in its roof and from its narrow windows at one end, through which no glimpses may be had of green lawns or the waving trees of the garden, but looking i blankly out upon a paved and enclosed courtyard surrounded by hospital buildings.
Severely simple in its appointments and furniture, it gains, rather than loses, from this very simplicity. Uncompromising in its severity, the solid table stretches its ponderous length across quite two-thirds of the bare polished floor?a table obviously to write at, to hold minute-books and ledgers, reports and accounts, tenders and vouchers, and all the other paraphernalia of committee meetings.
Long heavy curtains fall in unbroken folds from the cornice-pole, serving rather to accentuate than to modify the straight lines of the window-frames.
The benign face of the founder, long since dead, looks out from its dark heavy frame of polished wood, and seems to regard benevolently the furtherance of his designs. Two other life-sized portraits of his contemporary workers hang there as well, and together the three likenesses fill up most of the wall on that side of the room ; shoulder to shoulder, side by side in their pictured silence, as they were in their strenuous lives of effort and organised work?lives belonging to that period, now fast becoming remote, when our hospital was yet " in the beginning." All three are faces with grave intentness of purpose, with kindly, though firmly set mouths, faces of philanthropists, of men who served their generation wisely and well. To them belonged the brains that evolved the plans, the energy that executed them, the money that made the work possible. Almost too near to the generation that now is for full appreciation, the memory of our founder will gather lustre with future years, and no doubt in the time to come a presentment of that mild face, with its singular aureole of Snow-white hair, will be carved in stone, or set in some stained-glass window of the hospital that is yet to be, when the phoenix of the future shall have arisen from the ashes of the past.
Beneath the three portraits hangs one unpretentious little frame, wherein are several faded ribbons and tarnished Tnedals that, dating back to the Servian and Franco-German wars of the seventies, are eloquent of devoted and farreaching service on the part of our nurses, even when the work was but young. The silent inspirers of courage and heroism breathe many a gentle lesson to our younger workers, who sometimes now in their early days of probation, step softly into the stern old board-room and gaze at these witnesses of the past with something like reverence not unmixed with ambition.
The present associations of our nurses with the boardroom are chiefly those relating to lectures and examinations; for, though mostly used for meetings of hospital committees and various societies, it is given up to them once a week for that purpose.
Scholastic, then, is its aspect, when on those occasions, the table being moved back, rows of chairs take its place and a blackboard is introduced with a lecturer's desk and other appurtenances of the schoolroom.
But still the room does not brighten, even with the evening gas, a glowing fire, and the young faces gathered there.
It is not a place to joke in or to make merry, and the few minutes before the lecture begins seldom bubble over with frivolous chatter or irresponsible laughter.
The nurses sit talking together in subdued voices, comparing notes of the last lecture with one another, and getting ready to follow with rapid pencils the hour's instruction that will follow.
The watching eyes of the portraits on the wall seem to be on them, and the grave influence of the room holds them unconsciously in seriousness. They rise on the lecturer's entrance and re-seat themselves quietly, blank white pages speedily becoming filled by the busy pencils as they listen.
No one ever comes late to these lectures. It is a point of honour and pride with our nurses to be early; and rarely too, is there any inattention or drowsiness during the hour though an obvious effort has to be made to keep awake by those on night duty, who have been called an hour earlier than usual to attend the lecture. They all realise that attention is necessary if they are to succeed, for the same rough notes have to be copied out intelligibly and handed in for correction. Then will follow an instruction class, to explain more fully the subject of each lecture, and finally comes the examination at the end of each lecturer's course.
Then is the time, if ever, when one feels small and young and ignorant, and oh ! so regretful of past neglected opportunities of acquiring knowledge, and so full of repentance for one's lack of attention, one's carelessness, one's incapacities !
The board-room on these fateful evenings takes on quite its sternest aspect, in spite of the incandescent lights, garish in their brilliance, and the many small lamps scattered among the divers little tables dotted about the room for the better isolation of the victims.
The candidates enter one by one, possessed for the most part by a nervousness altogether uncalled-for by the simple task required of them. The few idle ones have been frantically reading up for the last day or two, trying to cram into their brains in a few hours the facts they should have learned by degrees weeks ago. The faces of the industrious, who have studied far and away more subjects than they will ever be required to know, look strained and anxious. Only one or two are calm and self-possessed.
They have all been assured that the examination-paper will be quite easy, and that no such tremendously high standard will be exacted from them; but they are apprehensive all the same that the examiner will make use of his unbounded opportunities to discover their very weakest points. Even the sight of the sheets of foolscap paper ranged at ordered distances down the solemn-looking 
